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Staff highlights ideas for dates, songs and 
movies for Valentine’s Day. See page 6
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Smoking ban debated
President vetoes Residence Hall Association vote
Kelly Boborow / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
The Residence Hall Association discusses its stance on the smoking ban during a meeting Tuesday night.
The Residence Hall Association 
meeting Tuesday night was filled 
with senators volleying back and 
forth about RHA’s stance on the 
enforcement of the 25-foot smoking 
ban on campus.
A resolution was proposed by 
seven Horseshoe senators that 
said RHA “does not support the 
implementation of a campus-wide 
smoking ban in the interest of our 
residents.”
“It’s not fair to students living on 
campus,” said Mary Ann Fanning, 
a third-year history student who 
helped sponsor the resolution. It 
poses safety risks to students who 
have to go off campus to smoke, she 
said.
A debate ensued about what kind 
of stance RHA wanted to issue. 
Several senators felt it would be best 
to go back to their residents and get 
a feel for whether they support the 
smoking ban or not.
There was a motion to table 
the resolution to allow senators to 
spend time discussing the ban with 
their residents. A voice vote was 
taken, but the motion to table the 
resolution failed.
After several minutes of debate 
between senators, there was a vote 





Student Government candidate cleared of election violation by commission
The Student Government 
E le c t ion s  C om m i s s ion 
released findings Tuesday 
in its last elections hearing 
f i nd i n g  a  p r e s ide nt i a l 
candidate innocent of all 
allegations.
The commission found 
Nick Payne, a third-year 
e c o n o m i c s  s t u d e n t , 
innocent of a report that 
alleged Payne’s campaign 
manager, Ashley Taylor, a 
second-year public relations 
student, was not present for 
the mandatory candidates 
meeting, which is required 
according to the elections 
code.
Payne said he was unable 
to attend the hearing, but 
that Taylor is his scheduling 
c h a i r w o m a n ,  n o t  h i s 
campaign manager.
The commission, in its 
written judgment, said there 
was “not enough conclusive 
evidence to make a decision” 
regarding the code.
The com m iss ion a l so 
ad m it ted  t hat  i t  m ight 
have made a mistake in 
only keeping track of the 
attendance of candidates 
and not that of campaign 
m a n a g e r s  d u r i n g  t h e 
meeting.
Pay ne was a l so found 
in nocent  of  v iolat ing a 
code that calls for a written 
excuse for candidates and 
the scheduling of a make-up 
meeting.
“( The code)  does  not 
specify that a written excuse 
is  needed for campa ign 
managers,” the report said, 
adding that the code also 
does not include managers.
The com m iss ion a l so 
r ep or t ed  t h at  wh i le  i t 
understands the importance 
of the code it did not feel it 
would have any bearing on 
its decision.
The code holds candidates 
responsible for the actions of 







Online hub to feature 
weather updates, 
upcoming events 
St udent  G over n ment  i s 
launching a new Web site known 
as “The Cockpit” to provide 
information to students. 
The new site will have updates 
on student events and safety, 
links to VIP, Blackboard and 
GEM, and will allow students to 
voice their opinions to Student 
Government. 
Tommy Preston, student 
body president, said the Cockpit 
would make communicating 
with students easier.
“Well, for the past year we’ve 
been working with Student 
Government for a better way 
to communicate with students,” 
Preston said. “The Internet is 
becoming such a big part of 
students’ lives.”
The site will also feature 
updates on class cancellations 
because of  weat her.  Th is 
i n for mat ion  i s  c u r rent ly 
available on the school’s offi cial 
Web site, www.sc.edu, as well as 
on television news. 
Erin Hopkins, a second-
year nursing student, said this 
could be a better way to update 
students on weather concerns 
and she would probably make it 
her homepage.
“It’s a good way for students 
to know weather cancellations,” 
Hopkins said. “It’s on the news, 
but I’m on my computer more 
Newest offi  cers’ duties 
entail much more than 
enforcing smoking policy 
T h e r e  h a s  b e e n  a 
m i s u nder s t a nd i n g  a mon g 
students and faculty involving the 
role of the new Campus Patrol 
Offi cer Program or CPO.  
The CPO program is a new 
part of USC’s Division of Law 
Enforcement and Safety, also 
known as DLES.  
Ernest Ellis, DLES director, 
said the CPO program consists 
of students who will work as part-
time employees of the division 
and will enforce campus policies. 
“The program was created 
to enforce primary concerns on 
campus and to keep students 
safe,” Ellis said.  
St udent  Body  Pre s ident 
Tommy Preston said the CPO 
prog ram is  a  good way to 
incorporate students into the 
system to take action. 
“The CPO program wi l l 
enforce the university’s smoking 
ban that went into effect last 
year, but enforce other university 
policies as well.  They are not the 
‘tobacco police,’” Preston said. 
The tobacco pol ic y says 
smokers must remain at least 25 
feet away from buildings while 
smoking. The CPO off icers 
will monitor to make sure it is 
enforced adequately.  
Ellis said the CPO offi cers will 
have casual contact with students 





Group covers ‘black’ party
Kelly Bobrow / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
AAAS talked Tuesday night about racially-themed parties, such as the 
recent one at Clemson, and looked at photos taken during the party.
The Associat ion of A fr ican 
A mer ic a n  S t ude nt s  me t  o n 
Tuesday and debated the effect of 
racially themed parties. 
Several photos of students acting 
“black” from the MLK Day party 
at Clemson University were shown 
at the meeting. Pictures of white 
people posed as black fraternity 
members and black girls dressed 
like characters from the movie 
“White Chicks” were displayed on 
the screen as well.
The d iscussion began with 
the Clemson photos. Courtney 
R o b i n s o n ,  a  s e c o n d - y e a r 
advertising student, described an 
off-campus party some students 
threw consisting of white students 
doing activities associated with 
blacks, such as drinking 40 oz. 
bottles of malt liquor. 
A lan Sanders ,  a  t h i rd-year 
economics student, said he was 
appalled by the Clemson incident. 
“We need to get to the bottom 
of the race issue,” Sanders said.
Jamie Downs, a fourth-year 
advertising student, pointed out 
how the media handled the event. 
D o w n s  s a i d  t h e  w a y  t h e 
media publicized the parties was 
racist. He pointed out that the 
negative impact of the party was 
downplayed, with the images of 
the students involved being blurred 
and their names withheld. 
Ife Ekpenuma, a fourth-year 
electrical engineering student, 
mentioned how the MLK holiday 
was degraded. 
“They threw that par t y on 
MLK Day and just trashed the day 
and what it stands for,” Ekpenuma 
said. “If MLK was alive to see 
it, he would not approve of such 
things.”
The meeting continued with the 
Association of African 
American Students discuss 
race incident at Clemson 











Burger fans now have 
another option for feeding 
their appetites. 
F i v e  G u y s  F a m o u s 
Burgers and Fries opened its 
doors for business Tuesday 
in the Vista, and employees 
were on campus handing 
out menus and f liers to let 
students know about the 
new addition. 
Sean Moore, owner of 
Five Guys’ South Carolina 
restaurants, said it seemed 
natural to open up a location 
in the Vista.
“ T h i s  i s  ou r  co l lege 
store,” Moore said. “The 
Vista is the hub of growth 
in Columbia.”
Moore sa id Five Guys 
prides itself on fresh food, 
and all of the restaurant’s 
beef is fl own in three days a 
week from New York. 
The potatoes used to make 
french fries are trucked in 
from a farm in Idaho and 
aren’t cut until they’re ready 
to be cooked and served, 
Moore said.
“We don’t have a freezer 
on site, just a fridge,” Moore 
said.
D u r i n g  b u s y  h o u r s , 
customers can munch on 
peanuts as they wait for 
their food to be cooked.
“Our food is cooked to 
order; we want people to 
sit around and chit chat,” 
Moore said.
T h e  r e s t a u r a n t  a l s o 
retains some of the historic 
f lavor of the Vista, Moore 
said, pointing to one of the 
original skylights lef t in 
the ceiling from when the 
building was a warehouse.
One of the unique features 
of the restaurant, Moore 
said, is that the dishwashing 
area is completely separated 
from the kitchen area, so 
no dirty dishes will come in 
contact with prepared food.
Moore said he hopes to 
at t ract a large crowd of 
customers on the weekends 
once “restaurant row” in the 
Vista comes to life.
“We want people at places 
like the Flying Saucer to 
wander over here at night 
when they get hungr y,” 
Moore said.
Five Guys has been rated 
in the national Zagat survey 
for the past fi ve years, and 
customers will notice the 
survey on the wall. This is 
not an easy feat in the dining 
industry, Moore said. 
Five Guys has also won a 
local Free-Times award for 
its burgers.
“Our reg u lar  burgers 
already come with two beef 
patties,” he said. “That’s a 
half pound of beef.”
Moore  sa id  he  wa nt s 
Five Guys to be the place 
where people go for a good 
burger.
“We want to be a burger 
Mecca,” he said.
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Five Guys Famous Burgers opens
Owner of latest addition to Vista’s “restaurant row” promises close-to-campus, made-to-order meals for hungry students
Nick Needham
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viewing of a pair of black 
girls dressed like the main 
characters from the movie 
“White Chicks.”
Students debated whether 
or not that was the same 
t h i n g  a s  w h i t e  p e o p le 
dressing in blackface. 
Alesha Brown, a second-
y e a r  p o l i t i c a l  s c i e n c e 
student, said there was a 
major difference. 
“ T h o s e  p e o p le  w e r e 
imitating a movie. The other 
people at the Clemson party 
were degrading a national 
holiday,” Brown said. “As 
far as the whole thing with 
people acting like members 
of other races, that’s foolish. 
I wouldn’t spend al l the 
time making myself up to 
look like a white person or 
anything like that.”
Brad Setzler, a second-
year philosophy student, 
sa id  A A A S d id  a  g reat 
job addressing the issue 
head-on. 
“The parties and other 
t h i n g s  we r e  a  p e r f e c t 
r epre s ent a t ion  o f  how 
racism still exists,” Setzler 
said. “There are still some 
things we need to battle.”
A picture of two white 
students dressed as members 
of Omega Psi Phi fraternity 
was d isplayed. St udents 
discussed the relationship 
b e t w e e n  b l a c k  G r e e k 
organizat ions and white 
ones and whether or not 
there was a st igma about 
black Greeks among white 
Greeks. 
Jarrell Williams, a fourth-
year business student and 
member of Omega Psi Phi, 
said he was offended by the 
picture.
“That picture does not 
represent the Omegas at 
all,” Williams said. “It was 
portrayed in an extremely 
bad light. Our principles 
are scholarship, manhood, 
perseverance and to uplift. 
All Omega men exemplify 
those qualities.”
Owen Black, a first-year 
marketing student, pointed 
out how the people in the 
picture were imitating more 
than what they understood 
black Greeks to be. He noted 
how people tended to see 
black Greeks one way and 
white Greeks another way, 
such as being party hoppers 
and drinkers, respectively. 
Brown sa id ignorance 
could not be just if ied by 
h i s t o r y  a nd  de s c r ib e d 
how people just if y their 
ignorance by look ing at 
what their forefathers did. 
Brown also said people need 
to think outside the box and 
try to be more diverse. 
“ M e m b e r s  o f  b o t h 
black  a nd wh ite  Greek 
o rg a n i z a t ion s  ne e d  t o 
reach out to each other and 
contribute to the diversity 
of the school,” Brown said.
AAAS ● Continued from 1
Comments on this story? E-mail 
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Top: Employees at 
the new Five Guys 
Famous Burgers and 
Fries prepare for the 
fi rst day of business. 




to the burger joint’s 
newest location in 
the Vista. The meat 
is fl own in fresh 
three times a week 
from New York, and 
potatoes are trucked in 
from Idaho. 
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in
than I watch TV.”
Amber Carpenter, a fi rst-
year education student, said 
she thinks the Cockpit will 
be useful since in the past 
she wasn’t aware of canceled 
classes.
“They never told us to 
look at the Web site for 
cancellations,” Carpenter 
said. “So I got up and walked 
from Sims to the business 
building for my 8 a.m. class.” 
Reed Curtis, a third-year 
history student and secretary 
of transportation in Tommy 
Preston’s cabinet, said the 
universit y ’s Web site is 
already offering much of this 
information.
“The information is there, 
it’s just hard to fi nd,” Curtis 
said. “Our announcements 
are going to be more geared 
toward students.”
Carpenter said she looks 
forward to having student 
announcements in an easy-
to-access place.
“Especially with all the 
Carolina Productions stuff, 
it’ll be nice to have all that 
information and links and 
to know what’s going on,” 
Carpenter said.
Nikesh Amin, a second-
year political science student 
and secretary of student 
affairs in Tommy Preston’s 
cabinet, said the Web site 
should be running within the 
next two weeks, and student 
input should be especially 
important in the beginning. 
The site will prominently 
feature forms where students 
can send in their opinions. 
“We need as much feedback 
as we can get to change and 
improve it until we make it 
the best site we can,” Amin 
said.
Amin said that web pages 
like the Cockpit are already 
common at other schools.
“A l mo s t  e ver y  o t her 
university has [a site like 
this],” Amin said. “So it 
wasn’t that difficult to get 
[the Cockpit] approved.”
Anyone with an Internet 
connection can access the 
site, so Preston said it could 
be a way for alumni or parents 
to keep up with what’s going 
on with USC. Preston said 
he hopes most of the student 
body will use the new site.
“We want to make sure that 
what this Web site provides 
is beneficial to all students 
and not just some students,” 
Preston said. 
The site will not require 
hiring any additional staff to 
operate it. 
“ It ’s  not  rea l ly  going 
to cost anything,” Preston 
said. “We’re lucky we’re at a 
university where web space 
and technology are at our 
fi ngertips.”
The Web site will also 
be a place where different 
student organizations, such 
as Carolina Productions, can 
get announcements out to the 
student body. Amin said the 
Web site would work with 
individual organizations to 
keep it running. 
“It’s defi nitely going to be 
run by students and Student 
Government, maybe with 
the help of individual student 
organizations to update [their 
information] regularly,” Amin 
said.
Curtis and Amin made a 
mock-up of the potential site 
and got it approved through 
Tommy Preston. 
COCKPIT ● Continued from 1
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university policies unless they 
need to take further actions 
to solve the problem.  
“The first few times the 
of f icer wi l l  just remind 
st udent s and facu lt y of 
university policy, but if it 
continues then they have full 
authority to write student 
and faculty incident reports,” 
Ellis said.
The officers will also be 
responsible for safety issues 
around campus.  
Ellis said the offi cers will 
monitor the campus for 
possible dangerous areas.
“The officers will check 
the university campus for 
lights that are burnt out, call 
box lights that are out and 
for suspicious activity,” Ellis 
said.  
This new program has 
been establ ished for the 
protection of students, faculty 
and visitors to the university.
“Keeping people  sa fe 
around campus is our main 
concern,” Preston said.  
Many students like the idea 
of more offi cers monitoring 
the campus and fully support 
the new CPO program. 
Isabel Garcia, a fourth-year 
psychology student, is one of 
the students who will feel a 
lot more comfortable walking 
around campus knowing 
t here are more of f icers 
monitoring the area.
“It’s really important to 
have more officers around 
campus because it can be 
really scary and dangerous, 
especially at night,” Garcia 
said.  
The new CPO program 
is meant to benefi t everyone 
here. Ellis said it will benefi t 
students, faculty and even the 
new offi cers.
“First of all, the students 
and faculty will be safer on 
campus, and secondly, the 
new officers will have the 
opportunity to apply their 
classroom training to actual 
hands-on experience,” Ellis 
said.  
Students will see the new 
of f icers around campus 
within the next few days.
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu
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senators at the meeting to 
speak.
When the rules were laid 
back down, more debate 
followed until fourth-year 
history student and RHA 
President Terrill Wilkins 
called a roll-call vote to 
determine whether or not the 
resolution would pass.
It passed 20 to 14, but 
Wilkins decided to veto the 
resolution.  
H e  d i s c u s s e d  t h e 
background of the 25-foot 
smoking ban, saying it was 
actually passed four or five 
years ago.
“They’re just now getting 
around to enforcing it ,” 
Wilkins said.  
Although he commended 
the senators who brought the 
resolution, he emphasized the 
importance and ability of the 
senators to take issues back to 
hall government to see how 
it feels and to come up with 
new legislation.
The resolut ion can be 
brought up again at next 
week’s meeting. 
“ T a k e  t h i s  a s  a n 
opportunity to go back and 
do this properly,” Wilkins 
said.  
O t h e r  i s s u e s  a t  t h e 
meeting included a measure 
allocating $2,824.80 to the 
Horseshoe to pay for carpet 
installation in the Horseshoe 
laundry waiting room and 
the Horseshoe reading room, 
which passed.
A resolut ion grant ing 
$1,200 to South Tower to 
purchase furniture and a 
television was tabled so the 
budget could be itemized to 
determine what the money 
was going to.
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu
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Th e Beatles, Apple Inc. 
end trademark dispute
SAN JOSE, Cal i f.  - For 
the third t ime in nearly 
three decades, iPod maker 
Apple Inc. has resolved a 
bitter trademark dispute 
with The Beatles’ guardian 
Apple Corps Ltd. over use 
of the iconic apple logo and 
name.
But  wh i le  t he  t r uce 
a n n o u n c e d  M o n d a y 
appeared to fi nally bury the 
long-simmering animosity, 
music lovers will still need 
to wait for the right to 
buy such songs as “Love 
Me Do” or “Hey Jude” on 
Apple Inc.’s iTunes online 
store.
The announcement -- 
made jointly by one of the 
world’s largest music sellers 
and one of history’s most 
beloved bands -- was silent 
on whether the catalog of 
Beatles songs will become 
available for download any 
time soon.
The Beatles have so far 
been the most prominent 
holdout from iTunes and 
other online music services, 
and Apple’s overtures to put 
the music online have been 
stymied by the ongoing 
litigation.
The set t lement g ives 
Cupert ino-based Apple 
Inc. ownership of the name 
and logo in ret urn for 
agreeing to license some of 
those trademarks back to 
London-based Apple Corps 
-- guardian of The Beatles’ 
commercial interests -- for 
their continued use.
It  ends  t he  ongoi ng 
trademark lawsuit between 
the two companies, with 
each side paying its own 
legal costs. Other terms 
of the settlement were not 
disclosed.
Industry analysts said a 
resolution on putting The 
Beatles’ music online is 
likely already in the works.
Jordan Robertson
Th e Associated Press
Paul Sakuma / The Associated Press
Apple CEO Steve Jobs plays a Beatles song on the new 
iPhone at the MacWorld in San Francisco in January. 
ORLANDO, Fla.  - She was the 
Robochick. He was Billy-O.
A ccord i ng  to  p ol ice , 
her obsession w it h h im 
led her to drive 900 miles 
from Houston to Orlando, 
b r i n g i n g  w i t h  h e r  a 
trenchcoat and wig, armed 
with a BB gun and pepper 
spray, and wearing a diaper 
to avoid bathroom breaks on 
the arduous drive.
Once in Flor ida, Lisa 
“ R o b o c h i c k ”  N o w a k 
apparently confronted the 
woman she believed was her 
rival for the affections of 
William “Billy-O” Oefelein. 
And this tawdry love triangle 
has one more twist -- it 
involves two astronauts.
Nowak , 43, a marr ied 
mother of three who f lew 
on a space shuttle in July, 
was charged with attempted 
murder, accused of hatching 
an extraordinary plot to 
kidnap Colleen Shipman, 
w h o  s h e  b e l i e v e d  w a s 
romantically involved with 
Oefelein, a space shutt le 
pilot.
Specifically, police said, 
Nowak confronted Shipman, 
who was in her car at the 
Orlando airport, and sprayed 
something at her, possibly 
pepper spray.
At fi rst the astronaut was 
charged with at tempted 
kidnapping and other counts. 
Then prosecutors upped the 
charge to attempted murder, 
basing it on the weapons and 
other items they said police 
had found with Nowak or 
in her car: pepper spray, a 
BB-gun, a new steel mallet, 
knife and rubber tubing.
Nowak was released from 
ja i l on $25,500 bai l and 
ordered to wear a monitoring 
device.
He r  l a w y e r,  D o n a ld 
Lykkebak, took issue with 
the most serious charges.
“In the imaginations of 
the pol ice of f icers, they 
extend these facts out into 
areas where the facts can’t be 
supported,” Lykkebak said.
NASA put Nowak on a 
30-day leave and removed 
her from mission dut ies. 
Agency spokesman John 
Ira Petty at Johnson Space 
Center in Houston said he 
was concerned about the 
people involved and their 
families. But, he added, “We 
try not to concern ourselves 
with our employees’ personal 
lives.”
T h e  d e t a i l s  o f  t h e 
relat ionships of all three 
were unclear. Nowak and 
Oefelein, who both live in the 
Houston area, had trained 
toget her  a s  a s t ronaut s , 
but never f lew into space 
together. Shipman, 30, works 
at Patrick Air Force Base 
near Kennedy Space Center.
E a r l i e r ,  N o w a k  w a s 
quoted by police as saying 
she and Oefelein (OH’-fuh-
line) had something “more 
than a working relationship 
but less than a romant ic 
relationship.”
Neit her  Oefelein nor 
Shipman could be reached 
for comment Tuesday, nor 
could Nowak’s husband be 
found.
But police found a letter in 
Nowak’s car that “indicated 
how much M rs.  Nowak 
loved Mr. Oefelein,” the 
arrest aff idavit said. And 
Nowak had copies of e-
mails between Shipman and 
Oefelein.
Nowak and her husband 
separated several weeks ago 
after 19 years of marriage, 
according to a statement put 
out by her family.
“ Pe r s o n a l l y,  L i s a  i s 
an extremely caring and 
dedicated mother to her three 
children,” the statement 
said. “Considering both her 
personal and professional 
l ife, these alleged events 
a r e  c o mple t e l y  ou t  o f 
character and have come as 
a tremendous shock to our 
family.”
Accustomed to wearing 
astronaut diapers during the 
space shuttle’s launch and 
return to Earth, Nowak 
wore them on the drive to 
Orlando so she would not 
have to make bathroom 
stops, police said.
T here ,  a c c ord i n g  t o 
police, Nowak donned a wig 
and trench coat, boarded 
an airport shuttle bus with 
Shipman and followed her 
to her car. Then, crying, 
Nowak sprayed a chemical 
into the car.
S h ip m a n  d r o v e  t o  a 
parking lot booth and sought 
help.
A police aff idavit made 
public Tuesday said Nowak 
had “stealthily followed the 
victim while in disguise and 
possessed multiple deadly 
weapons.”
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U.S. astronaut charged with attempted murder
NASA / The Associated Press
Astronaut Lisa M. Nowak works in the Destiny laboratory of the International Space Station while Space Shuttle Discovery was docked there in July.
Mike Schneider 
and Erin McCla
Th e Associated Press
.
Jane Fonda screwed over 
American troops, morale 
before, so stop her now
“If you understood what 
com mu n ism was ,  you 
would hope, you would 
pray on your knees that 
we would someday become 
communist. I, a socialist, 
think that we should strive 
toward a socialist society, all 
the way to communism.” 
Pat yourself gently on 
the back if clumps of white 
foam formed in the corners 
of your mouth after reading 
that last paragraph. 
However, i f  you’re a 
liberal, promptly snatch the 
nearest picketing stick and 
wake yourself up by bashing 
it upside your hippie head.   
This is because those 
nauseating words above 
were quoted f rom that 
loathsome actress Jane 
Fonda in 1970, who was 
recently a key speaker at 
a liberal anti-war rally in 
Washington, D.C. 
For those of you who are 
oblivious to “Hanoi” Jane’s 
previous exploits, please 
allow me to trudge up “its” 
cumbersome fi le of political 
activism (notice: Fonda only 
qualifies as an “it,” much 
like a dense, inanimate 
object). 
D u r i n g 
the Vietnam 
War, Fonda 
went to Paris 




L iberat ion 
Front  ( i . e . 
“Viet cong”), 
to lend “its” 
support and donate personal 
funds. The NLF instantly 
allocated Fonda’s money 
toward the procurement 
of weapons and munitions 
that were used to slaughter 
our troops. 
Still, Fonda could not 
help but think that more 
could be done to dishonor 
every ounce of spilt G.I. 
blood. Not content to offer 
only financial backing to 
the enemy, “it” opted to be 
so bold as to defect to Hanoi 
and praise the enemy’s 
efforts in several communist 
radio broadcasts. 
And, of course, who can 
forget that adorable photo 
of Fonda gleefully sitting 
on a North Vietnamese 
anti-aircraft battery, which 
was being used to blow our 
airmen out of the skies? 
Afterward, these images 
played an instrumental 
role in helping enemy 
interrogators break the 
will of tortured American 
POWs. 
Wa i t ,  m y  m i s t a k e 
– apparently torture never 
occurred. That’s right, 
Sen. John McCain’s story 
and all those accounts of 
North Vietnamese Army 
captors mut i lat ing our 
soldiers’ naked bodies are 
just morbid fairy tales. 
Fonda described these 
test imonies of released 
POWs as “laughable ,” 
cla iming that the men 
were “war cr imina ls ,” 
“hypocrites and liars” and 
“exaggerating, probably for 
their own self-interest.” 
Given the treasonous 
history of this Stalin-lover, 
how could you l iberals 
allow this creature to speak 
on your beha l f ? Rush 
Limbaugh and Ann Coulter 
look  l i ke  t he  Budd ha 
and the Virgin Mary on 
crack compared to Fonda’s 
bloodstained actions.
Ever wonder why people 
associate your party with 
communists and traitors? 
Well, consider this incident 
“Exhibit A,” and go hang 
a Soviet flag right next to 
your Judas shrine.
Sen. Joe McCarthy, we 
sure miss you buddy.
PAGE 5
IN OUR OPINION
Beatles fi nally accept 
portion of Apple’s pie
In a move of epic proportions, at least for the music 
industry, Apple Corps. — The Beatles’ business entity 
— and Apple Inc. agreed to come together at last, 
settling a long-standing dispute. Finally, a little “Abbey 
Road” for all the lonely people with iPods. 
As The Beatles open their arms to the future of 
music, others such as Led Zeppelin, Radiohead and 
AC/DC won’t be found on the legal music downloading 
store, USA Today said. 
Although The Beatles 
are the most popular 
band to not show up in an 
iTunes store search, these 
other bands need to hop 
on the bandwagon. 
This comes at a time 
when  t he  Record i ng 
Industry Association of America threatens illegal users 
with a $3,000 price tag for violating copyright laws, 
The Wisconsin State Journal reported. 
People don’t go to music stores to pick up the latest 
releases on CD anymore. They search online to fi nd 
the tunes they want at their fi ngertips. 
The Beatles are an infl uential group, and considering 
their omnipresence on the music scene, it’s a shame it 
took this long for them to catch on. 
Teenagers, kids and toddlers are buying digital music 
from the womb with iPods attached. Artists like Bob 
Dylan were able to profi t greatly from agreements with 
iTunes. In 2006, his “Modern Times” reached No. 1, 
USA Today reported. If musicians want to let their 
music ring in today’s world, digital stores are the way 




digital music from the 
womb with iPods.










Rex Grossman’s poor job 
as entertaining as Prince; 
commercials put together
The swirling dust clouds 
have settled. The helmets 
have been pol ished and 
placed  atop  equ ipment 
shelves. Phil Simms has 
been refrozen 
in carbonite. 
A l l  of  t he se 
are sure signs 
that another 
N F L sea son 
has reached its 
conclusion. 
For 41 years, 
t h e  S u p e r 




slathered sundae that is the 
NFL season. Now that a few 
days have passed and we’ve 
recovered from the pigskin-
induced mania that grabs us 
all by the footballs, here’s 
an unstructured review of 
Super Bowl LXI. 
The Game: Although it 
started with a bang, it all 
came down to one man: 
Suck Grossman. I mean Rex 
Suckman. 
And by that I mean Rex 
Grossman.
I  he ld  no  a l l eg i a nc e 
to either team so it was 
genuinely entertaining to 
watch an unwieldy Grossman 
stumble around the backfi eld, 
squirting out fumbles and 
hurling wobblers ripe for the 
interceptin’.
Turnover was the word 
on Sunday, as the teams 
combined for a staggering 
9,000. This could be blamed 
on the wet conditions, as 
XLI was the f irst soaked 
Super Bowl. 
Thanks to Grossman, the 
Colts are the new champs. 
They’ve pried that pesky 
m o n k e y  f r o m  Pe y t o n 
Manning’s shoulders. It had 
been living there so long 
it was beginning to walk 
upright. 
The Ads: Normally the 
spectacle, this year’s batch 
warranted a resounding 
“meh.” Kev in Federl ine 
deserves credit for making a 
mockery of his music career. 
And the Budweiser crabs 
were cool. 
Besides that, I saw nothing 
spectacular. Most of the Bud 
Light ads were lame. The 
Doritos checkout line ad was 
creepy. 
The Halftime: The once 
and current Prince put on, 
by all accounts, a spectacular 
show. 
Last year, we were privy to 
the Rolling Stones’ half-assed 
performance, which featured 
Mick Jagger belching “Stah-
Me-Uh” while Ron Wood 
and Keith Richards noodled 
aimlessly behind him. 
But Prince really wowed 
the audience by displaying 
his incredible axemanship as 
well as his ageless pipes. And, 
by god, he played “Purple 
Rain.”
After all of this is taken 
into cons iderat ion ,  t he 
question that lingers is how 
Super Bowl LXI wil l be 
remembered. 
A defi ning career moment 
for Peyton Manning and 
Tony Dung y? Maybe. A 
ratings nightmare featuring 
two geographically similar 
markets in f ly-over states? 
Perhaps. 
To this writer, it will be 
the game that proved, yet 
again, that Rex Grossman 
sucks. 






FAIR, BALANCED AND MISBEHAVED
CORRECTIONS
The information regarding the Residence Hall Association 
spending tuition dollars on “Smoking police” in Monique 
Cunin’s column (“Smoke police step on toes of grown-ups, 
able students”) printed Friday was false.
IT’S YOUR RIGHT
Voice your opinion on message boards at www.dailygamecock.com 
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After spending more than 
$1,425 on 57 fashionable 
purses, I’m ready to sell 
I recently realized how 
many purses and handbags 
I have. 
I was going through my 
belongings in my apartment 
last weekend try ing to 
gather some junk together 
to sell on eBay (extra cash 
is always a plus), I counted 
my coin carrier collection 
and came to the conclusion 
that I have 57 handbags in 
my possession. 
This includes purses, 
clutches, shoulder bags, 
coin purses and bags that I 
made recently. 
While Carry Bradshaw 
would be very proud, I 
was pretty shocked with 
myself. 
I  sat  dow n w it h my 
ca lculator and f igured 
out that I probably spent 
anywhere from $20 to $30 
on each bag, making my 
grand contribution to the 
handbag economy approx-
i m a t e l y 
$1,425.  
I guess you 
could say my 
true moment 
o f  g r a v i t y 
came when I 
realized how 
badly I could 
use all of that 
money right 
now.
T r u t h 
b e  t o l d , 
I suppose you could say 
all that accessorizing is 
unnecessary. A f ter al l , 
who needs 57 handbags? Is 
whether or not I can carry 
a dif ferent bag around 
every day for almost two 
months a claim to fame or 
handbag gluttony? 
A f ter  I  d ropped my 
calculator with shock, I 
attempted to rationalize 
my somewhat dire and 
i r r e g u l a r  m o n e t a r y 
situation. 
A lot of these bags are 
unique and one-of-a-kind, 
I told myself. I definitely 
wouldn’t be able to go 
out and buy any of these 
again. 
But ,  no mat ter  how 
much I t r ied to just if y 
my otherwise frivolous 
spending, I knew that I 
defi nitely did not need all 
57 of those bags. 
I swallowed my pride 
and started to go through 
t hem a l l  one  by  one , 
mentally labeling each bag 
as a “Must Keep” or an “I 
Can Live Without.” 
At the end of it all, I 
had whit t led down my 
collect ion to 30, which 
I think is quite a feat for 
this purse-loving fi end.
I decided to sell some of 
the I Can Live Withouts 
on eBay, give some away as 
gifts and then give the rest 
to Goodwill.
 I fi gured that I covered 
all my bases with that, plus 
I still got to keep a bunch 
of  my bags ,  includ ing 
some choice vintage fi nds 
from California and New 
York. 
So call me a Crazy Bag 
Lady — I don’t care.







Did you like the Super Bowl half-time show? 

































WHAT EVERY WOMAN WANTS
featuring bridal services
2850 devine street   803.254.5051
m–f 10–6 saturdays 11–5
Illustration by Lizzie Wilson and Julia Anderson / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Romantic Dinner 101
Are all of you guys out 
there worried about what 
to do for the big day next 
week? 
Maybe you’re nervous, or 
maybe your cash is running 
low. Even if you don’t have 
a reason, why not t r y 
something new? Celebrate 
this Valentine’s Day a little 
differently and cook a meal 
for your girlfriend — you’ll 
really impress her and give 
your wallet a break at the 
same time. 
Don’t be scared. If you 
made it to college, you can 
follow a recipe. Just think 
of how impressed she’ll be 
when you tell her you’re 
going to cook for her. 
Here’s a complete guide 
to a romantic dinner for 
two at your place, complete 
with a salad, garlic bread 
and pasta dish. First of all, 
you’ll need to run by the 
store and pick up these 
things:
*A box of noodles (for something a little more 
interesting than regular spaghetti noodles, try penne 
pasta or bowties)
*Butter (you’ll need a whole stick for the Alfredo 
sauce, and another for the garlic bread)
* 1 package (8 oz.) of cream cheese
* 2 cups of milk
* 6 oz. of grated Parmesan cheese (about 1 1/2 cups)
* 2 teaspoons of garlic powder
* A bag of baby mixed greens 
* A gourmet dressing of your choice (balsamic 
vinaigrette or a red wine vinaigrette go nicely with 
the pasta)
* A loaf of French bread
* 1/8 teaspoon of ground black pepper
You’l l need a cook ie 
sheet , a medium-sized 
frying pan, a large pot and 
a strainer.  
1) First, set your oven to 
broil and slice your French 
loaf into several fairly thick 
pieces. 
2) Get a small bowl and 
melt a stick of butter with 
just a little garlic powder 
for about 20 seconds (or 
until the butter melts) in 
your microwave. 
3) Set that to the side 
for a moment and fi ll your 
large pot about halfway full 
with water and put it on the 
stove on high. While you 
wait for the water to boil, 
spread the butter sauce on 
your bread slices and put 
them on the cookie sheet. 
4) Your oven should be 
pretty hot by now — just 
st ick the bread in and 
watch for it to turn slightly 
golden brown at the edges. 
This should take about 2-4 
minutes. 
5) Once the bread is done, 
take it out and arrange it on 
a separate plate. 
6) When the water boils, 
put the noodles in and turn 
the heat down a little. Stir 
it and pull a noodle out 
every now and then to see 
if it’s al dente — not too 
chewy, not too soft. When 
the pasta is done, turn the 
stove down to medium and 
carefully pour the noodles 
and water into a strainer. 
Shake the water out and 
put the noodles into a bowl 
— they’re ready to go. 
7) Place your frying pan 
on the same stove eye and 
put the butter in to melt. 
When the butter is melted, 
add the cream cheese and 
garlic powder and stir it up 
until smooth. Add the milk 
a little bit at a time, making 
sure to stir out the lumps. 
8) Finally, st ir in the 
Parmesan and pepper. Once 
you’ve stirred everything in 
and your sauce is smooth, 
turn off the heat. 
9) For the salad, simply 
put the greens in a bowl 
and mix in a little of the 
dressing. You won’t need 
a lot of vinaigrette — just 
put a couple of spoonfuls 
in and add more later if you 
fi nd it’s too dry. 
When your date arrives, 
mix the noodles and sauce 
together and serve. If the 
sauce has thickened too 
much, just add a little more 
milk and stir it up. 
You should be able to fi nd 
all of the ingredients for 
around $20. Don’t forget 
to pick out something to 
drink.
Put the pasta on a plate 
and set the bread, salad and 
dressing on the table. The 
candlesticks, music and 
fl owers are up to you! 
Date #1
    Adam & Liz
Adam met Liz in the basement of the Russell House at the Golden Spur Game 
Room. They played a game of pool and talked about Liz’s roommate Caitlin. 
Adam won after a short game, and they both seemed to get along with each 
other. Liz could defi nitely see something happening between Adam and her 






Date #2 Adam and Lindsey 
Morgan met Adam at Cool Beans 
on College Street. The pair discussed 
Morgan’s roommate Amanda over 
iced drinks, and Adam seemed to like 
that Amanda had such a strong moral 
character. But Morgan didn’t seem to 




5 love stories actually worth watching
“True Romance” — What do you get when an 
inexperienced call-girl and a comic book geek fall madly 
in love? You get a love story that only Quentin Tarantino 
could write. The unlikely lovebirds get their hands on a few 
hundred thousand dollars worth of cocaine (obviously) and 
jet off to sell it in Hollywood, but not without the drugs’ 
original owners on their tail. Released in 1993, “True 
Romance” to this day comes off edgier than movies half its 
age, all the while detailing a heartfelt and sincere love story 
that’s moving regardless of the fi lm’s chaos. 
“Amelie” — Often regarded as more of a quirky 
drama than a romance, “Amelie” stars Audrey Tautou 
(“The Da Vinci Code”) at her most charming. While much 
of the film is spent focusing on a general love of life, a 
very sweet and off-beat romance kindles between Tautou’s 
character and her would-be soul mate. “Amelie” is a French 
fi lm, so mind the subtitles (or cheesy dubbing). Still, in any 
language, it’s one of those fi lms you see and feel good about 
afterward. It’s a heartwarming, funny movie about awkward 
people looking for someone (or something) to love.    
“The Princess Bride” — Here’s one of those 
movies that, in theory, just sounds kind of cheesy, but 
ultimately proves you wrong. “The Princess Bride” is 
a modern take on fairy tales and hokey stories about 
princesses, love and evil kings. See how all that sounds 
really lame?  Well, it isn’t! “The Princess Bride” approaches 
all of that chivalrous love and fairy tale mush with its 
fi ngers crossed, giving you a genuinely hilarious movie. It 
never takes itself too seriously and above all the love story 
between Westley and his princess is one genuine enough to 
feel true even when surrounded by the movie’s tongue-in-
cheek humor.   
“Romeo + Juliet” — This is Baz Luhrmann’s 
version of Shakespeare’s classic tale, and it cranks the crazy 
gauge up to 11. Tangled into the love story everyone knows 
by heart, Luhrmann throws in more neon lighting, trashy 
beach settings and gang warfare than you ever thought 
possible. This is just about as stylized as you can make 
a Shakespeare production. Tragic love abounds here in 
Verona with all of its original fl air, all the while mixing in 
a barbed, modern edge. 
“Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind” 
— Possibly the most poignant and original love story told 
in years, this fi lm follows a “shouldn’t be good but is” Jim 
Carrey as he races through his own mind, trying to save 
the rapidly disappearing memories of the woman he loves. 
This is one of those movies that is hard to explain. The 
sight of Carrey’s memories falling apart with him inside 
them is incredible, and the love story is heartbreaking and 
beautiful. “Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind” is a love 
story for a lonely, modern world. Don’t miss it.
The Mix decided to do 
something a little different 
for Valentine’s Day. On a 
wh im, we put one boy 
and three sets of female 
roommates together to 
replicate the MTV dating 
show “Date My Mom.” 
In our version, one single 
guy dated the roommates 
of three single on-campus 
girls. 
So who would Adam end 
up choosing?
The Decision:
The next day, Adam made 
his choice. After talking 
about all the merits of the 
roommates he was hoping 
to meet, he decided on Liz’s 
roommate Caitlin. 
See all of the dates and 




“Let’s Stay Together” 
by Al Green
“Let’s Stay Together” 
talks about staying together 
no matter what happens. Al 
Green croons the song’s 
opening with “I, I’m so in 
love with you.” Later he 
tells his love “’Cause you 
make me feel so brand new 
and I want to spend my life 
with you.” In this song Al 
Green talks about what 
it’s like to stand the test 
of time when other people 
around you are breaking 
up and then making right 
back up again. Green says 
that’s not going to happen 
to t hem because he i s 
going to be “Loving you 
whether, whether times are 
good or bad, happy or sad.” 
This is a great Valentine’s 
Day song for those “test 
of time” couples, the ones 
who know they have what 
it takes to make it work no 
matter what.
— Mary Pina
“At Last” by Etta James
This is one of the top 
Va lent ine’s  Day songs 
b e c au s e  i t  c h ron ic le s 
the end of a l i fe spent 
searching for true love. 
It is a song of elation and 
grat if icat ion after years 
of lonely days. “At Last” 
is an inspiring, hopeful 
ballad that speaks of days 
that become brighter and 
more meaningful because 
of love for another person. 
It is a beautiful song of the 
happiness one can obtain 




by Nat King Cole
Few songs so colorfully 
describe a fi rst meeting as 
this one. The lyrics describe 
a man walking down the 
s t reet  when “F L A SH, 
BA NG, ALAK A ZA M!” 
he gets his fi rst look at true 
love. When Natalie Cole 
reinterpreted her father’s 
hits on an album of her own, 
her cut of “Unforgettable” 
broke into the charts and 
made history for its digital 
mix of new vocal tracks 
with much older recordings 
of his voice. Included on 
the album, this song was 
also “rediscovered,” and it’s 
still fun to listen to because 
of its catchy rhythm and 
big band sound. This song 
remains a regular staple 




“The Way You Look 
Tonight” 
by Frank Sinatra
Writ ing a l ist of a l l-
t ime favorite love songs 
just wouldn’t be complete 
without one of the many 
by Old Blue Eyes. In fact, 
he could easily make up 
the whole l ist .  But h is 
t i me -te s ted  s t a nda rd , 
“ T he  Wa y  You  L o o k 
Tonight,” is perhaps his 
most eloquent expression 
of the love one person can 
feel for another because 
it speaks of a connection 
that is forward-looking and 
unconditional. “Someday 
when I’m awfully low, when 
the world is cold, I will feel 
a glow just thinking of you.” 
Sinatra wanted the people 
of the world to remember 
why they fell in love with 
their special someone, and 
to keep that love sacred 
forever. In our 50 percent 
divorce rate world, that’s a 
message everyone needs to 
hear from time to time.
— Justin Fenner
“They Can’t Take 
That Away From Me”
 by Ella Fitzgerald and 
Louis Armstrong
Ella Fitzgerald’s syrupy 
smooth singing and Louis 
Armstrong’s rough vocals 
make “They Can’t Take 
That Away From Me” the 
perfect song to put on a 
romantic songs mix. The 
duet combines Fitzgerald’s 
harmony with Armstrong’s 
trumpet and v ibrato. It 
tells the story of two lovers 
reminiscing on the “little” 
things like the way he wore 
his hat or how she sipped 
her tea that made their love 
unforgettable. They admit, 
“we may never, never meet 
again on the bumpy road to 
love, still I always, always 
keep the memory of ...” 
those l itt le things. And 
anyone that has ever fallen 
in and out of love knows 
how true that is. 
— Liz White
The 5 greatest love songs of all time 
Dressing for love 
requires care, planning
Valentine’s Day is a day for love, affection, and all things 
romantic. One must dress appropriately for the occasion. 
Sharp dressing will help you catch the eye and keep the 
heart of your guy or girl, or at least make you look really 
good. Here are some simple guidelines that will help your 
appearance on this special day. 
1. Don’t overdo the color scheme — You don’t want to 
look like a walking valentine or be too matched with your 
mate.
2. Girls, please leave room for the imagination. Dressing 
provocatively in public will make people wonder if you’ve 
left your common sense and integrity at home.
3. Put your best face forward — Girls can draw attention 
to their face by wearing earrings, necklaces, etc. This will 
encourage eye-to-eye contact with your beau. Boys, shave 
and tame your mane to look dapper and irresistible, but 
don’t shave too fast. We don’t want nicks!
4. Fragrance control — Wear that seductive perfume or 
enticing cologne, but be modest in your application or your 
date may pass out from sensory overload.
5. Sure footing — Ladies, give your heels (and your 
outfi t) a test run before your night out on the town.
6. Dress for the occasion — Depending on where you 
go on your date, the formality of your outfi t will change. 
Dress appropriately for the restaurant you choose. If in 
doubt, always dress casual. Boys, that means dress slacks, 
sport coats, blazers, etc. Girls should wear a dress, skirt or 
trousers with a nice blouse.
Krysta Johnson
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Want to have your 
favorite Valentine’s story 
printed in The Daily 
Gamecock? Send a copy to 
gamecockfeatures@gwm.
sc.edu and it might be 
printed next week!Adam and Lindsey enjoyed some gelato from 
Adriana’s by the Five Points fountain. The two talked 
about Lindsey’s roommate Marissa. Suddenly, 
Marissa started looking like the main contender. 
Adam liked that Marissa was outgoing and had 
traveled all over the world. Lindsey seemed to like 
the idea of Adam and Marissa together. The two 
got along great, and the decision between the two 





5 Farrow and Sara








20 Brush up on   









  in a WWI song
34 “The Divine   
  Comedy” poet
35 Brush up on   
  boxing skills?




42 Gofer’s   
  assignment
44 German article
47 GI Jill, once
48 Hit the slopes
49 Mexican plain




58 Mint family   
  plant
59 Mr. Addams on  
  TV
60 Toledo’s lake









3 Chronological   
 records





9 Buffalo Bob or
 Bubba
10 Burrowing rodent
11 Tightly folded  
  rock layers
12 Struggles for   
  superiority





29 Prince Valiant’s  
  son
30 Wager
31 “The Merry   




34 Bit of scribbling
35 Lawyer-speak
36 Get too thin
37 Author LeShan
38 __ Tin Tin
39 Put in stitches
42 Make do
43 Look-alike








53 Neighbor of   
  Twelve Oaks
54 Ken or Lena
55 Marsh growth
56 Actor Mineo
Edited by Wayne Robert Williams 2/07/07




S H A L L O W  P A L A C E , 
APOSABLE SCUM, DEVON 
WOLFE
New Brookland Tavern 
122 State St. 
Free over 21, $4 under 21
“SHUT UP AND SING”
Nickelodeon Theatre 
937 Main St. 
$5.50 for Students
THURSDAY
LESLIE WITH EARLY GRACE
The Art Bar 
1211 Park St. 
$3
“BORAT”
Russell House Ballroom 
1400 Greene St. 
9 p.m.
Heads and Tails ◆ By Jonathan Hughes / Th e Daily Gamecock





Complete the grid so each 
row, column AND 3-by-3 box 
(in bold borders) contains 
every digit 1 to 9.
Level 1 2 3 4
© 2006 Michael Mepham. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
Sudoku By Michael Mepham 02/07/07
Solutions to Tuesday’s Sudoku
How to Play
Columbia - in 5 Points • 2127 Devine St. • (803) 256-3511 • (formerly Jeff Price Ski & Tennis) • www.peterglenn.com
Outdoor Adventure Specialists Since 1958 Lowest Prices of the Season!
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A r i e s  K e e p  a n  e y e  o n 
your partner, so he or she 
doesn’t make matters worse. 
Ma ke su re  you’re  bot h 
aiming at the same target.
Taurus  Your work load is 
increasing, though your 
paycheck’s not getting fatter. 
Gemini You’ll naturally relax as 
more of the puzzle pieces fall 
into place. Don’t let down your 
guard completely, however. 
Cancer The problem is that 
you’re still busy, and you 
don’t want to be. You want to 
be curled up on your couch. 
Leo There’s not quite as much 
tension, partially because 
you’re get t ing smar ter. 
Prove it, by not trying to fi x 
something that already works.
Virgo The system you’ve 
helped set up should be 
beginning to work by now. 
You’ll see good results for a 
couple of days. Accomplish 
a s  m u c h  a s  y o u  c a n .
Libra You’ve probably fi nished 
most of the disagreeable tasks 
by now. Don’t lose interest 
before the job’s done, or 
you’ll be in trouble again.
Scorpio All the stuff you’ve 
been putting off is suddenly 
coming due. The good news 
is, there’s no trouble fi guring 
out what you should do now.
Sagit tarius  Friends help 
you fi nd many uses for your 
new sk il ls. Do what you 
find fascinating and don’t 
worry about the money.
Capricorn The person in 
charge of  t he money is 
feeling generous. If you’re 
n ice, which may not be 
easy, you could get a bonus. 
Aquarius You know where 
you want to go. Convince the 
others to help, and give them 
the credit when you arrive. 
Pisces Search through your 
list of contacts to find the 
person who has what you need. 
Kelly Bobrow / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
A collection of photographs and sculptures by artist James Rodger Alexander are 
showcased at the McMaster Gallary. The collection has been there since Jan. 16.
PIC OF THE DAY
T h e  C a r o l i n a  m e n’s 
basketball team will have 
an opportunity to rectify 
its embarrassing January 
loss to Kentucky when the 
Gamecocks enter Rupp Arena 
in Lexington, Ky., tonight. 
The No. 20 Wildcats (17-5, 
6-2) will host the Gamecocks 
(12-9, 2-6) at 8 p.m. for the 
second meeting between the 
two teams this season.  
The first meeting was an 
ugly affair for USC, as they 
fell to Kentucky 87-49 at the 
Colonial Center.  Kentucky’s 
Ramel Bradley was hot from 
behind the arc, hitting fi ve of 
seven three-point shots, and 
Randolph Morris provided 
a strong presence under the 
basket, scoring 17 points and 
grabbing 11 rebounds.  
“Last time we played them, 
they handled us in the second 
half as easily as any team has,” 
said USC coach Dave Odom. 
“We are a different team than 
we were then.”
Carolina is coming off a 
close road loss to Alabama 
w he r e  t he  G a me c o c k s 
fell by three points after 
surrendering a six-point 
halftime lead.  
Kentucky’s last game was 
against A rkansas, where 
they won by eight points in 
Fayetteville, Ark. Bradley 
capped of f another solid 
shooting performance scoring 
24 points in Fayetteville. 
Morr i s  may aga in be a 
problem for the Gamecocks 
as well.  The 6-foot-11-inch, 
259-pound center has a 
considerable size advantage 
under the basket ,  whi le 
Kentucky as a team enters 
the game averaging 10 more 
points and 10 more rebounds 
per game than Carolina.
The Gamecocks’ biggest 
player  on t he i ns ide  i s 
Brandon Wallace, listed at 6-
foot-9-inch and 203 pounds, 
who will have to have a strong 
game to compete with Morris 
for rebounds on both ends of 
the court.
There are some bright spots 
for the Gamecocks leading 
up to the game though.  After 
consecutive blowout losses 
to Florida and Kentucky at 
home, Carolina improved its 
play considerably.  
In the fi ve games following 
the first meeting with the 
Wildcats, the Gamecocks 
have limited their losses by 
less than four points per game 
on average, picked up a home 
win against Arkansas, and a 
tough road win at Mississippi 
State.  
Senior guard Bryce Sheldon 
is coming out of the Alabama 
game with a hot hand.  In 
the three-point loss to the 
Crimson Tide, Sheldon made 
fi ve of 8 three-pointers, and 
finished with 17 points to 
lead the team.
Odom specified that the 
keys to winning the game 
were to “not give into the 
pressure of the moment, 
make the game a competitive 
basketba l l  game w it h a 
chance to win in the last fi ve 
minutes, and if that happens, 
we’ll execute as a winning 
team should.” 
Kentucky leads the all-time 
series 38-7, and Carolina has 
won only one game out of 20 
at Rupp Arena.
The Columbia Stingers are 
set to kick off their inaugural 
season in the National Indoor 
Football League March 17 in 
the Colonial Center against 
the Greensboro Revolution. 
But there’s a lot of work still 
to be done before the team 
can take the rug. 
Team marketing director 
Nancy Pewonski hopes to 
make the hard-hitting, high-
scoring sport a success locally 
by putting a community-
oriented team on the fi eld.
Pewonski said the team 
will follow a tough discipline 
policy. She said all players 
are required to spend their 
time productively. Players 
must either work a part-time 
job or volunteer 20 hours per 
week in community service. 
“We hope to return as much 
to the community as we get 
from it,” Pewonski said.
Unlike most professional 
sports, fans will be able to 
walk on the fi eld after each 
game to get autographs from 
the players, coaches and 
cheerleaders. The team will 
host a Fan Fest prior to the 
season opener, although the 
festival’s date has not been 
announced. Dur ing t he 
festivities, fans will be able 
to walk on the fi eld and pick 
out their seats.
Team pres ident  Tony 
Pewonski hopes to fill the 
Colonial Center with an 
average of 2,000 to 3,000 
p e ople  p er  g a me .  T he 
Stingers will operate on a 
relat ively t ight  budget , 
s p e n d i n g  $350 , 0 0 0  t o 
$700,000 a season.  Players 
will be compensated between 
$200 and $300 dollars a 
game.
Un i v e r s i t y  o f  S o u t h 
Carolina doctors Jef frey 
Guy, Christopher Mazoue 
and Paul Athey will work 
alongside Palmetto Health 
as the team’s physicians.     
It appears Pewonski wants 
several Carolina natives on 
the team. While the roster 
is still being filled, four of 
the six announced players 
are from the Palmetto State. 
Headl in ing the team at 
Tuesday’s press conference 
was former Clemson Tiger 
Kelvin Grant. While it might 
be tough for a Gamecock fan 
to pull for a former Tiger, 
Grant believes he can change 
their minds. 
“I always had nothing but 
love for USC. I hope I don’t 
get any boos, but if I do I’ll 
take it in stride,” Grant said. 
The 6-foot-3-inch, 285-
pound wide receiver was on 
the Tiger squad from 2002-
2005 before transferring to 
Delaware State. 
Throwing t he ba l l  to 
Grant on Saturdays will be 
Spartanburg High graduate 
Brandon Sims. Sims, who 
played college ball at Mars 
Hil l in North Carol ina, 
was  t he Sout h At lant ic 
Conference Freshman of the 
Year in 2003. 
The St ingers wil l also 
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Stingers bring gridiron indoors
Juan Blas / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Top: The Columbia Stingers announced the core of their new National Indoor Football League team Tuesday morning.




Juan Blas / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Tre’ Kelley and the rest of USC’s team want to avenge an 87-49 trouncing by Kentucky.
Men’s hoops aim for 
revenge on Wildcats
Improved play of late 
sparks fl icker of hope 




Comments on this story? E-mail 
gcksprts@gwm.sc.edu
T h e  f o o t b a l l  t e a m 
practiced on a chilly and 
sunny day, even though it’s 
not football season. But it is 
“American” football season 
in England. 
The University of Kent 
at Canterbur y began an 
American football program 
in 1994.  Jonty Newman, 
t he founder and coach, 
remembered the first goal 
was to recruit more than 17 
guys.  
N e w m a n  l e a r n e d 
A merican footbal l  f rom 
his father, as the NFL was 
popular throughout the ’80s 
and early ’90s in Europe. 
“Kent’s American football 
rules used to be the same 
as the NFL, but then we 
switched to NCAA rules,” 
Newman said.
The biggest realization 
of many players was how 
dif ferent ly footba l l  was 
played in England compared 
to the United States. As 
many larger NCAA schools 
can watch videos of games 
and view where improvement 
is needed, the UKC Falcons 
do not have the money for 
any video gear.
“Since college football is 
not televised like in America, 
schools do not have the funds 
or facilities provided.  Some 
of the bigger schools like 
Birmingham (England) have 
some cameras, but we don’t,” 
said start ing quarterback 
Adam Flipper Lillis.
But the players do have 
a  pass ion for A mer ican 
football. University president 
Ham Swanson said most 
of the players call British 
football soccer or kickball, 
unlike their fellow students. 
They believe they can make 
the sport more popular in 
Canterbury.  
The football team raised 
f unds before Chr istmas 
break to host the Super 
Bowl for American students 
and others interested at 
t he Lincoln Theat re in 
downtown Canterbury. The 
team intends to use part of 
the money generated for new 
goal posts.  
Swanson dreams for a 
bigger crowd and a big 
sponsor.
“The cheerleaders have 
a sponsor because they’re 
girls in short skirts.  No one 
wants anything from us,” 
Swanson said. 
For now, Swanson and 
the rest of the team rely on 
funds raised from their social 
events.
A n o t h e r  t e s t  f a c i n g 
the Falcons is the loss of 
their starting quarterback 
before Christmas break. 
With three games left in 
the winter season, Coach 
Newman chose former wide 
receiver Lillis to step into 
the position.  
“He passes more,  has 
more confidence, and the 
players respond well to him,” 
Newman said.
“ I  f e e l  t h a t  p e o p l e 
follow me on the f ield. I 
set an example through 
discipline, but I’m not the 
most outspoken or confi dent 
person on the field,” Lillis 
said.
L i l l i s  w i l l  t a k e  t h e 
quarterback posit ion for 
the fi rst time today, and the 
former rugby player is eager 
for the game.  
“To win is a major aspect. 
You can have fun pulling 
your pants down on the 
fi eld, but as a team, we have 
to win.  We need to get the 
hits and we are determined,” 
Lillis said.  
T he  mo s t  i mp or t a nt 
part of being a Falcon to 
the players is the family 
aspect. They practice three 
times a week, go to the pub 
after practice, and they are 
expected to work out on their 
own.  However, Swanson, 
New ma n a nd Li l l i s  a l l 
agree that the players have 
support.  
“Many of the players are 
like Rudy,” Swanson said, 
referencing the Notre Dame 
football folk hero who later 
became the subject of a 
movie. “We love the game.”  
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A little Rudy in us all: American football in England
Special to THE DAILY GAMECOCK
The University of Kent at Canterbury in England fi elds 
an American-style football team that plays other British 
universities. An English NFL fan started the team in 1994.
showcase a former NFL 
player this season in Tito 
H a n n a h ,  w h o  p l a y e d 
d e f e n s i v e  e n d  f o r  t h e 
San Francisco 49ers and 
graduated from S.C. State 
in 1998. Hannah has spent 
the past six years playing in 
Canada and in various indoor 
football leagues. 
Curtis Isaac was a defensive 
lineman for Independence 
Com mu n it y  Col lege in 
Kansas where he earned 
several accolades. Defensive 
backs Neal Boozer-Gallman 
played for Dutch Fork High 
School while Varun Om 
was with the Staten Island 
Xtreme of the NIFL. 
The Stingers will also use 
some Gamecock magic this 
season. Jamie Ballentine, 
who was Cocky during his 
four years at Carolina, will 
be the Stingers’ new mascot. 
B a l l e nt i ne  w a s  n a me d 
Capitol One Mascot of the 
Year in 2003 and will be in 
charge of the “Name the 
Mascot” contest. Fans can 
visit the team’s Web site to 
suggest names. The winner 
gets season tickets for life. 
The main goal for Ballentine 
is to attract the same fans he 
had in college. 
“I was on the Capital One 
team for three years in a row 
and won it in 2003, thanks to 
a lot of the fans out there. So 
I hope to get those fans out 
here as well to support the 
Stingers,” Ballentine said.
With kickoff roughly a 
month away, Pewonski still 
has a lot to sort out. 
“ We’re  do i ng  t h i ng s 
l i ke  order i ng u n i for ms 
now,  m a k i n g  s u r e  t he 
footballs come in from out 
of the country, and getting 
sponsors,” Pewonski said.
The goal for the Stingers 
this year: reach as many 
people as possible. 
“ We  t r y  t o  m a k e  i t 
affordable for the family. 
What we try to do is, at $5 
a ticket, Mom and Dad can 
bring their kids out. College 
k ids can come out too,” 
Pewonski said.
Whatever their inaugural 
record is, the team plans to 
provide entertainment to a 
football town deprived of 
their beloved sport during 
the spring.
 Season tickets go on sale 
this Friday and will range 
from $60-$250. Individual 
tickets will become available 
at a later date and will start 
at $5. Front row seats will go 
for $35.
“Footy” doesn’t mean 
soccer to select athletes 
on other side of pond
Becca Dickinson
Th e Daily Gamecock
The USC softball team 
is heading to the Sunshine 
State to k ick off its 2007 
campaign this weekend at the 
Florida Atlantic Tournament 
in Boca Raton, Fla. This 
is the second consecutive 
year USC is participating in 
the tournament; however, 
t he Gamecock s a re not 
looking to repeat last year’s 
performance.
T h e  G a m e c o c k s  a r e 
look ing to replace their 
top pitchers from last year. 
Coach Joyce Compton is 
expect ing junior pitcher 
K ate  Pou l iot  to  be  t he 
l e a d e r  o n  t he  mo u nd . 
Freshman Krystle Robinson 
and junior college transfer 
Mel is sa Hendon shou ld 
help shoulder the load with 
Pouliot.
Senior McKenna Hughes 
is looking to make her fi nal 
season a historic one. She 
enters the season just three 
home runs shy of the record 
and looks to lead the team in 
RBI for the fourth straight 
season. Hughes is looking to 
provide leadership from the 
catcher position as one of 
two seniors on the team.
Another leader for the 
team, though not on the 
field, will be fellow senior 
C h r i s s y  S c ho on m a ker. 
Schoonmaker has been lost 
for the season because of a 
neck injury she suffered in 
a car accident during the 
fall. However, she has been 
an emotional leader for the 
team and could serve as 
inspiration. Schoonmaker is 
red-shirting this season and 
hopes to play next season. 
A recurring theme for the 
team this year will be youth, 
and Compton is ready for 
the challenge.
“We are going to be very 
you ng,”  sa id  Compton, 
who has confidence in her 
upperclassmen. She has seen 
great strides in leadership 
over the last four to f ive 
years.
Another recurring theme 
for the team will be their 
team speed. 
“This is one the fastest 
teams in years,” Compton 
said. “Our outfielders are 
very fast and can run down 
anything.”
L o ok  f or  s ophomore 
Ashton Payne to lead the 
charge on the base path. 
She is one of the returning 
hitters on the team along 
with being the catalyst for 
the of fense. She led the 
team in stolen bases with 15 
and runs with 29.
Compton is approaching 
some milestones of her own. 
She enters the season just 
25 wins shy of 1,000 for her 
career, but she is trying to 
bring USC back to where 
it was in the late ’90s and 
earlier 2000s winning SEC 
Championships and getting 
into the NCAAs. 
“We are t r y ing to put 
Ca rol i na  sof tba l l  back 
t o  w he r e  i t  s hou ld  b e 
nationally,” Compton said. 
Young Gamecocks eager to erase memories of 2006
Michael Finnegan
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gcksprts@gwm.sc.edu
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gcksprts@gwm.sc.edu
STINGERS● Continued from 9
Juan Blas / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
The softball team is headed to the Florida Atlantic Tournament.
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gcksprts@gwm.sc.edu
Come Join Us @ 
The Element
to Sign For Your 
2 Bed/ 2 Bath
Apartment and Enjoy a 
Night of Partying on Us!! 
Receive your choice 
of a Coach Purse
or iPod
Ask for Sterling University in VIP!
Thursday night
 February 8
The Element is located on 
Gervais Street next to Club RA.
Meet us in VIP for exclusive gift giveaways!
Phone: 939-9209
www.sterlingbytheriver.com
If you are under 21, it is against the law to buy alcoholic beverages.  All ABC regulations enforced.
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All fi ller and no football 
forces pigskin addicts into 
summer sports doldrums
The Super Bowl ended and 
I was immediately faced with 
a television screen showing 
Jim Nantz and Phil Simms in 
all of their moronic glory. 
T he y  wer e  s p e a k i n g 
of the Super Bowl, but in 
only general terms. I wasn’t 
sure what to make of what 
was happening, but I then 
realized I was 
watching a TV 
show following 
the game, using 
c l ip s  o f  t he 
broadcast as a 
plot device.
I only barely 
l i s t ened  but 
s o m e t h i n g 
caught my ear 
t h a t  n e a r l y 
f r i g h t e n e d 
me to death. 
The male lead in the show 
looked at his signifi cant other 
and said, “That’s the end of 
the football season.” I was 
shocked. Somehow, for some 
unknown and inexplicable 
reason football season has 
ended once again!
Yes friends, we are now 
entering what I call “The 
Drought.” There is no more 
football to be had for another 
six months. I let it sneak up 
on me. I never prepare for it. 
I never appreciate setting my 
alarm at 9:45 every Saturday 
morning in the fall just so 
I can be up for the start of 
College Gameday.
I feel like I didn’t treasure 
every time “2001” sent tingles 
down my spine.
I rea l ize now that my 
weekends w i l l  be spent 
w a t c h i n g  me a n i n g le s s 
regular season college hoops, 
overpaid, whiny NBA stars 
and praying that the baseball 
team would finish its most 
recent road trip so I can get 
some sort of Gamecock fi x. 
It doesn’t get any better 
from here, either. At least I 
have March Madness and 
the College World Series. 
After those two are over, it’s 
all down hill. I feel like Peter 
from “Offi ce Space.” For the 
next six months, every day 
will be the worst day of my 
life.
However, I maintain a 
small amount of hope. I 
will watch a little of the Pro 
Bowl and perhaps catch an 
arena football game. I’ll still 
play football every Friday 
afternoon at the Blatt fields 
and every Sunday night on 
the Horseshoe. Hopefully 
I’ll fl ip over to ESPN Classic 
just in time to catch the 1982 
Cal-Stanford game or the 
1984 Boston College-Miami 
game. I will without a doubt, 
just as I did last year, be in the 
stands to watch the annual 
spring Garnet and Black 
game.
Football season will be 
back soon. I will survive 
the monotony of the Major 
League Baseball regular 
season. I will bring myself to 
hate one team enough to care 
in the NBA Finals and after 
a while, next August will be 
here. I will once again ignore 
the fact that I will eventually 
awake to football season. I 
will not appreciate things as 
much as I should, and I may 
even write this exact same 
column for this exact issue of 
The Daily Gamecock.
Until then, if you see me 
around campus, just come 
up and ask me if I remember 
your favor ite play f rom 
football season or if I heard 
about the new recruit we 
picked up. You could even 
just start to hum “2001” or 
the fi ght song as you walk by 
— anything that will give me 
a glimmer of hope for what 
is yet to come at the end of 
“The Drought.”






To place a line classified ad
Phone: 803-777-3888 • Fax: 803-777-6482
E-mail: sholmes@gwm.sc.edu
Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm
Russell House, Rm. 343
www.dailygamecock.com
Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line
Additional options
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost
Additional info
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length
DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day prior to publication
Visa, MasterCard and Discover are accepted
NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK!...NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK!...NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK!...NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK!...NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK!NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK!..
Apartments
Upscale Living - Downtown
Grad Students WANTED! Young profes-
sional high rise living in the historical 
Barringer Building. We maintain a quiet 
environment that is conducive to serious 
graduate students. Come see what 
downtown living is all about! 
779-5171 or www.capitolplaces.com
1, 2 & 3 B APTS almost on compus. 
318-0800 or rajaluri@aeliusa.com
Housing-Rent
Brand New Patio Home for Rent - 
Tired of run-down apts or dorms? Beau-
tiful 2BR 2BA FP vaulted ceilings & 
more! Off Garner s Ferry $750 Call 
843-200-9738
3BR 1.5BA - Melrose Heights 
1120 Woodrow St. - 5 min to USC, new 
paint w/d incld $1150. Avail 2/1/07. 
422-3145 Ask for Walks
2BR 1BA duplex near USC, CH/A, 
stove, fridge, dw 2 units - $650, $600 
NO PETS 960-4245 or 513-7367
LARGE PRIVATE ROOMS FOR RENT
$240 inclds all utilities. Walk or cycle to 
school. Call 463-5129
For Sale
BEDS PILLOWTOP MATTRESS SETS
New in plastic. KING $350
QUEEN $250. Will Deliver  447-3037
Ipod black unopened 30gb video black. 
$195. call (706)627-6932.
Help Wanted
Sports Photographers!! Top Pay, Flex 
Hrs. www.patteproctor.com 238-3838.
PT - Perfect for a graduate student. 
Great starting pay & flex hrs. No exp 
needed but must have good communica-
tion skills. Duties would include calling 
on new and existing customers. Valid 
SCDL & good driver s record is a must! 
Come join a quality company that has 
been serving the Midlands for or 43 
years. Call 794-8078
Horseback Riders Needed - Will trade 
riding time for work at the farm. See one 
time evaluation to determine level of 
skill. Horseback riding lessons offered. 
Ashwood Farms 1006 Sid Sites Rd, 
Irmo 345-2252.
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp 
nec, training prov d 800-965-6520 X 253.
FILING PERSON
Dick Dyer Toyota has an immediate 
opening for a filing person. PT position 
w/flex/hrs. Duties include light office 
work filing, etc. Please apply at recep-
tionist desk or fax resume to 691-5629.
Help Wanted
Need a PT job that will fit around your 
class schedule? Looking for that flexible 
second job? Retired, but looking for ex-
tra income? Frankie s Fun Park in Co-
lumbia is looking for responsible & ener-
getic firs class employees to fill PT staff 
positions. Come join the most unique 
work environment in the Midlands. 
Frankie s offers very competitive pay 
rates based on qualifications and work 
experience. Flexible schedules with pri-
marily weekend ours work well around 
class schedules or FT jobs during the 
week. Opportunities for advancement 
exist for willing and capable PT employ-
ees. Frankie s is located at  
140 Parkridge Dr Exit 103 off I-26 
(Harbison Blvd Behind Lowes). 
Please apply in person M-Thur 
10am-9pm.
Lifeguards Needed - Myrtle Beach
Spring and/or Summer! Good pay & 




PT sitter needed afterschool for 13 y.o. 
A few afternoons/wk 2-6pm. Will need 
p/u from school. Contact Katie771-1507.
Looking for student interested in babysit-
ting on occasions. Must enjoy children 
email ref, telephone # & info about your-
self to acoleman@sc.rr.com. 
Need experienced chid care worker for 
license daycare during afternoon hours 
until 6PM. Call 783-0252.
Help Wanted
Summer Camps
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE $$
Maine Camp needs fun loving counsel-
ors to teach. All land, adventure & water 




Apply within after 4pm 2009 Devine 
St--The Village Idiot Pizza.
Wanted
MUSICIAN - St. Paul Baptist Church , 
Lexington. Responsible for the music at 
all church sponsored services. Must be 
able to sight read& play by ear. Contact 
Rosaline @ 892-5104 or 359-6804.
Services
PREGNANT,  NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy test
Call Birthright - 765-0165
Opportunities
Earn $2500+monthly and more to type 
simple ads online. 
www.DataEntryTypers.com
AD SALES
The Office of Student Media has an
opening for an Account Representative
for the Downtown/Vista area. Students
with excellent time management and
organizational skills are encouraged to
apply. This position requires 15-20
hours a week and reliable
transportation. Student Account Reps
sell advertising for The Daily Gamecock,
Garnet and Black and Discover
Carolina. Interested students should
come by the Office of Student Media
and fill out an application. RHUU Room
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